Aquatic Rules


















In the event of pool operation suspension due to inclement weather, you can have your receipt
stamped for a rain check. You must have been present in the pool areas less than two hours for
the rain check policy to apply. Management reserves the right to suspend operation and/or close
the pools at any time and initiate the rain check policy. If the indoor pool stays open while the
outdoor pool closes, the rain check policy will not apply.
The pools will be closed when lightning occurs. If we are unable to reopen after thirty minutes,
the pool will close and attempt to reopen later in the day. This policy is in effect until one hour
prior to official closing time. This affects indoor and outdoor pool operations.

Outdoor Aquatic Center Policies
Adults / guardians must be at least 16 years of age.
Adults / guardians of children age 6 and under must be wearing a bathing suit and
actively participating with their children in the pool at all times.
All swimmers are required to take a cleansing shower before entering the pool.
Properly maintained swimsuits only. Denim, cut-off shorts, spandex, etc., are not allowed.
Swim diapers are required for young children. Regular diapers are prohibited in the pool. Swim
diapers are sold at the service desk.
Anyone having open cuts, wounds, etc., is not permitted into the pool.
Only U.S Coat Guard-approved floatation devices are permitted. The stamp must be
clearly visible. No water wings, noodles or other floatation devices are allowed.
Do not spray / splash lifeguards on duty.
Food and non-alcoholic drinks are allowed. No glass containers.
Coolers are allowed, but will be searched to ensure compliance of facility policy.
Swim toys, snorkels, fins are prohibited. Masks cannot cover the nose.
Parents and guardians are solely responsible for supervising children. Lifeguards are responsible
for enforcing rules and regulations and emergency response.

Water Slide Rules























All riders must be at least 48” tall.
Maximum rider weight is 300 pounds.
Warning: Water depth is shallow.
Non-swimmers are not permitted.
All riders must ride feet first while lying on their back with arms crossed across their chest and
ankles crossed. Do not go down slide head first. Do not sit up while riding the slide.
All riders must enter the slide in sitting position and wait for instructions from the lifeguard
stationed at the starter tub.
Do not propel yourself into the ride.
Only one rider at a time. Absolutely no trains or chains of riders are permitted. Parent cannot ride
with children in their lap.
No running, standing, kneeling, rotating, tumbling or stopping in the flume. Ride on your back
with your feet first. Arms and hands must remain inside the flume at all times. Riders should
remain in proper riding position until forward movement is terminated. At no time should the
rider attempt to stand up while on the slide or prior to coming to a stop in the splash out area.
No tubes, mats or lifejackets are permitted on the waterslide.
No combs or foreign objects are allowed in pockets and no jewelry, t-shirts or shoes allowed. No
cut-off jeans or swimwear with exposed zippers, buckles, rivets or metal ornamentation; only
approved swimsuits allowed.
The line should form on the deck with one rider on each landing and one rider in the start tub.
Wait until landing area is clear before entering.
Riders must be in good health. Elderly persons, those suffering from heart disease, high blood
pressure, epilepsy, or persons using prescription medication should consult with their physician
before using the slide. Individuals with medical conditions including, but not limited to,
pregnancy, heart or back problems should not ride.
Do not use this slide while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
No diving from the slide.
Leave the run out area promptly after entering.
Rider assumes all risk of injury due to misuse of this slide or failure to follow these rules.
Staff reserves the right to enforce other rules as necessary.
Warning: “Failure to follow rules can result in serious injury.”

